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The People’s Steeple, Christchurch Cathedral 

The Timber Framers Guild Proposal 

2nd October 2016 

 

Context 

Through its 25-year ‘community building program’, the Guild pursues its education mission while helping 

to grow and strengthen communities.  The Guild partners with local not-for-profit or government 

organizations to fabricate and erect timber frame structures which serve the local communities’ needs.   

We use this process to teach timber framing techniques to interested members of our and the local 

community and to educate the wider public on this traditional, craft-based, yet modern alternative to 

current building techniques.  Because the projects generally last between 7 and 15 days (though a 

number of them have stretched to six weeks or longer), they are extended events which attract local 

and regional news coverage and often inspire enhanced fund raising and a greater awareness of the 

sponsoring community organizations. 

The Guild has partnered with local communities to build timber frames all over North America and 

internationally in Poland, the UK, Suriname and Russia, demonstrating our ability to employ our building 

process abroad. 

 

The People’s Steeple 

The Guild believes that this project represents a near perfect opportunity to support a truly global effort 

by the Christchurch community to reinstate the Cathedral and the bell tower.  Although the Guild’s 

efforts would be focused on the timber portion of the steeple and spire, we believe that by running 

workshops to teach timber framing and raising techniques with and to members of the Christchurch 

community and beyond, we will help to build local and global communities, both yours and ours. 

 

The Project 

The Proposed Conceptual Design 

Using Marcus Brandt’s People’s Steeple proposal as a starting point, the Guild has developed a design 

and an associated budget for reinstating the steeple and spire.  The design of the timbered steeple and 

spire (see 3D model and drawings), and the process we suggest below, represents just one feasible way 

for reinstatement to happen.  Certainly, there are alternative designs with differing budgets, so we 

would advise that the first step in the design and engineering process be a feasibility study that would 

explore alternative approaches testing the various concepts for feasibility and cost effectiveness before 

settling on a final design. 
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Though conceptual at this point, the Guild is confident of this design to the extent that, if asked, we 

would sign a contract today based upon it, its budget and the attendant assumptions. 

 

The Proposed Process 

Though it is not a specific goal of the community building program, the local community is often able to 

complete the project at a lower expended cost than what it would cost to perform the project using a 

standard commercial process.  

Because the Guild brings volunteers from afar to contribute their energy and enthusiasm to the local 

community’s building, the local community members and supporters are inspired to contribute their 

energy, goods, and services to the project, too.  These in-kind contributions can considerably lower the 

cost of the overall project and also reduce the cost of the Guild’s involvement.  Although there is no 

guarantee that this will happen, total project costs have been reduced by one-third and at times by as 

much as two-thirds in those communities with a strong history of community involvement.  Fund raising 

for the sponsoring organization also typically improves providing the needed financial resources to pay 

for the goods and services that are not donated. 

The budget developed for this project assumes strong community support in the form of contributed 

goods and services and a cadre of local volunteers to participate in two workshops—one designed to 

teach timber framing fabrication skills and one to teach and raise the timber steeple and spire to its final 

position on the masonry tower. 

To begin, the Guild would expect to work under contract to a local timber engineer on the design, 

engineering and the timber frame construction drawings starting with the feasibility study mentioned 

above.  The seeds of this process has already been sown through our ongoing collaboration with Dr 

Andy Buchanan, Principal of PTL, a Christchurch based structural timber engineering consultancy.  Dr 

Buchanan has reviewed and endorsed the feasibility of the People’s Steeple proposal in his report ‘Re-

building the Christchurch Cathedral steeple with traditional timber frame construction’, PTL, July 2016, 

and has confirmed his willingness to be local lead engineer.  

As the design progresses, the Guild project manager (GPM) would work with the design team and the 

sponsoring local communities  and the Church, and the Cathedral reinstatement project 

manager(hereafter Sponsor) to design the workshops including the hand raising option to encourage 

and maximize the local participation in the project. 

At the conclusion of design and engineering, the Guild would present a hard price, contract proposal to 

the Sponsor for review and negotiation.  The contract, in addition to standard terms and conditions, 

would include a detailed description of the scope of work and responsibilities of the Guild and the 

Sponsor, as well as a detailed schedule for the Guild’s scope of work. 

Once a final contract is in place, the Guild would begin to purchase or manage the contribution of the 

timber and other materials, start hiring the lead teams of instructors for the two workshops, start 

planning the workshops, and begin close coordination with the Sponsor to assist the Sponsor in the 

onsite work, organization and coordination of the local contributions. 
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Additionally, the Guild office, besides overseeing the work of the GPM and lead teams, would work to 

promote the workshop and solicit and register volunteers.  For this project, the Guild would also reach 

out to sister organizations such as the Carpenters Fellowship of UK and other related organizations, to 

encourage their involvement and contribution to the project (of timber, materials, services and/or 

onsite labor) in an effort to globalize the participation and contribution.  Given how important this 

project will be to all involved, the Guild office will work in partnership with a documentarian to 

memorialize the project. 

To organize and execute the project the Guild would specifically develop: 

1. A Timber Strategy – How to source and supply all requisite timbers to the activity site whether pre-
fabricated or raw for fabrication on site; how to move all timbers to and onsite and who will be 
responsible for fabrication, pre-fitting cleaning, labeling, stacking of timbers;  

2. An Event Strategy – Recommended number of Sponsor volunteers and TFG volunteers; 
requirements for accommodations, food, tools and equipment; how to promote and publicize the 
event; creation of a volunteer information packet; develop the specific requirements for the power 
supply, sanitary facilities, first aid needs, evacuation plan, education and training components, 
coordination of communications plan for all participants; and cultural exchange and experience for 
all volunteers;  

3. A Safety Strategy – Plan to provide for a healthy and safe project; review of all safety issues for all 
participants and volunteers, including Sponsor personnel; review by local authorities and invitation 
for local, and Government officials to visit and review work site during fabrication and erection; 

4. A Raising Strategy – A detailed method statement, risk assessment and lifting plan; review by 
engineers, safety engineers and all appropriate local authorities; 

5. A Standard and Specialty Tooling Plan—A plan for provision (by TFG) of all standard and specialty 
timber framing and timber raising tools to fabricate and erect the steeple and spire; to include tool 
inspection and certification as required; and,  

6. The Shop Drawings—Sufficient drawings to fabricate timbers in the context of a workshop; review 
by local timber specialty engineer and engineer of record as required or requested; and, 

7. A Documentation Strategy—To include all manner of media-drawings, written, video, photographic, 
etc. 

 

Consistent with the accompanying budget, whether donated or purchased, the project budget assumes 

that the local community will provide the following to the project: 

1. All permits, insurance, bonding and documents related to the construction as required by local  and 
Government authorities; 

2. “Builders Risk” insurance for all delivered materials and all work completed at actively site; 
3. Supervision and coordination of the preparation of the activity site and completion of all site work 

necessary to support the timbered steeple and spire (i.e., the tower and foundation and backfilled 
foundation); 

4. Arrangements for all required inspections of the construction work; 
5. Provision of sufficient on site space for the conduct of two workshops—a fabrication workshop and 

a rigging and raising workshop; 
6. Protection and security of the activity site and all construction materials, tools, equipment from 

weather, theft or destruction using such means as security fencing and onsite, weather-tight, 
lockable tool storage; 

7. Sufficient electric power supply for the onsite work;  
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8. Provision of ancillary and temporary materials necessary for fabrication and erection of timber 
frame such as sawhorses, temporary bracing, etc.; 

9. Provision of all standard construction rental equipment, including, but not limited to, cranes, man 
lifts, telescoping boom forklifts, scaffolding, etc. as needed to fabricate and raise the structure; 

10. Final cleaning, sanding and treating of frame as required;  
11. Provision of tents to shelter volunteers from weather during fabrication; 
12. Provision of adequate sanitary facilities; 
13. Provision of hydration stations and clean-up stations with adequate fresh water distributed about 

the site; 
14. Provision of  recycling waste containers for debris and scrap materials; 
15. Provision of field office with adequate office space, power and Wi-Fi in close proximity; 

16. Provision of three meals per day and breaks including beverages to all volunteers and TFG personnel 
for duration of the work at the activity site; 

17. Provision of comfortable indoor space, within 5 minutes walking distance to site, to assemble crew 

for meetings, safety meetings, educational sessions, and meals, amongst other needs. 

18. Provision of lodging/billeting/camping for volunteers with access to hot showering facilities; 

19. Provision of central accommodations, separate from volunteer accommodations, for the TFG 
leadership team; and, 

20. Provision of reliable Wi-Fi in lodging areas. 
 
As the planning progresses, Guild representatives will be in increasingly frequent contact, including 
onsite visits, to coordinate with Sponsor and local community to assure smooth project execution. 
 
Lead team for the fabrication phase will assemble onsite several days before the workshop begins for 
acclimation, final coordination, and project set-up.  Specialty tools and all materials will be checked 
onsite and work stations will be established. 
 
On the fabrication start date, GPM and fabrication workshop leader will conduct safety and orientation 
meetings with all participants and volunteers who will be checked in and assigned to a member of the 
leadership team who will guide their training.  Orientation will include a review of the plan for the 
workshop and complete schedule for the activities, including voluntary evening sessions on the history 
and technical aspects of timber framing as well as educational sessions such as tool sharpening. 
 
At a later date, to be determined, the rigging workshop lead team will assemble prior to the start of the 
rigging and raising workshop.  The same process will be followed and will be coordinated in time so that 
the worksite will transition seamlessly and safely from a fabrication worksite to a raising worksite.  As 
fabrication winds down, the early raising activities will parallel track. 
 
The raising of the steeple and spire included as part of this proposal is a human powered raising using 
ropes, block and tackle, and capstans.  For this to be possible, the design of the timber frame must take 
this into consideration to facilitate it.   
 
The raising will require a large contingent of local residents.  Additionally, we expect and hope for a very 
large audience to witness the event.  The Sponsor and the Guild will need to coordinate closely with the 
local/city authorities and will follow all laws, regulations and requirements to assure a safe raising for 
audience and participants alike. 
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Critical Assumptions 

There are several assumptions that must be confirmed for the Guild to be able to legally participate in 

this project: 

1. There are no local, provincial or federal prevailing wage issues or legal restrictions on non-citizen 
work or limits on work visas for either the volunteers or paid TFG personnel;  

2. There are no local, provincial or federal restrictions or requirements on work or worker safety that 
would restrict non-citizen work, volunteer or paid. 

3. There are no local, provincial or federal health insurance requirements or restrictions that would 
disqualify non-citizen workers, volunteer or paid. 

4. Any cost that might be incurred by volunteers or paid non-citizen workers to meet any of the above 
requirements would be additional and the costs would be passed along to the Sponsor. 

 

 

Mack Magee 

President TFG 


